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Abstract 

Title: Google Speech Recognition using Embedded System 

Author: Anita Devi 

Committee Chair: Veton Z. Kepuska, Ph.D. 

 

This thesis will describe the theoretical background and implementation details of Google 

Speech Recognition using embedded system. AM37x Evaluation Board developed by 

Texas Instrument is used as a test bed. All major applications of Google Speech 

Recognition are covered in this thesis. Also, Evaluation of Google Speech API based on 

standard dataset is also part of the thesis. 

 

Each implementation details are included with the theoretical background and pre-requisite 

details: 

•! Overview of the background of Automatic Speech Recognition Technology. 

•! Overview of Google Speech Recognition. 

•! Overview of AM37x Evaluation Module. 

•! Drivers and Android OS upgradation details. 

•! Installation of Google pre-requisite Apps on AM37x. 

•! Implementation details of experiment i.e. Speech to Text, Text to Speech and Audio 

File to Speech. 

•! Evaluation of Google Speech API using TIMIT. 
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1! INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION 

Speech is viewed as a standout amongst the most normal types of communications 

between individuals (Juang and Rabiner, 2005). Spoken Language has the one of a kind 

property that it is normally learned as a feature of human advancement. Notwithstanding, 

this learning process presents challenges that are not effortlessly overcome when connected 

to digital computing systems. [4] 

!
Figure 1-ASR System[13] 

 

The objective of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is to address the issue of 

building a system that maps an acoustic sign into a series of words. The thought of having 

the capacity to perform speech recognition from any speaker in any environment is still an 

issue that is a long way from solved, for reasons that will soon turn out to be clear as 

discussed in section 1.4. In any case, late progressions in the field have delivered ASR 

frameworks that are applicable to Human Machine Interaction (HMI) tasks. Speech has a 

characteristic potential to be a great deal more natural to use to order a machine versus the 

current information strategies, for example, keyboard and mouse. This additionally 

incorporates circumstances where computing must be done in a hands-off fashion. ASR is 

now being connected in application spaces, for example, telephony (computerized guest 

menus) and monolog translations for a single speaker. [4] 

1.1      History of ASR Systems 

The primary systems for automated speech recognition were based upon the idea of 

acoustic phonetics, which utilizes the techniques for recognizing the fundamental parts of 
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human speech as the main force to recognizing speech. These early frameworks would 

model natural resonances that happen as an aftereffect of air streaming over the vocal tract 

making sounds. These formant frequencies are the significant regions of energy contained 

with the speech power spectrum. ASR first attempted to identify the isolated digit 

recognition based on the format frequencies measured during vowel parts of the digit. This 

was the pattern based recognition method of digit. For instance, when user speaks “five” 

then the ASR measure the vowel sound “eye” and recognize the digit correctly. However, 

these systems were having limitations as it was only used for single words and sometime 

utterance were getting confused with other words. [4] 

Recently, more effective systems were produced which were capable of recognizing 

more phonetic units of speech. As first systems were only able to recognize vowel, new 

developed systems were able to recognize vowel and consonants as well. Statistical models 

such as the allowable sequences of phonemes in English were also added, creating the first 

syntax-based recognition systems. [4] 

One of the most practical examples of an ASR system in the early period was AT&T 

Bell Laboratories’ effort to provide automated telephone services, such as command and 

control for routing of phone calls and voice dialing.  This task was characterized by the 

need to work well for a large population of users without the need for training based upon 

those user characteristics (this is an example of a speaker-independent ASR).  In order to 

cope with this acoustic variability, Bell Labs created a range of speech clustering 

algorithms for creating word and sound reference patterns.  They also exploited the fact 

that this specific task was characterized by utterances which only contained a small amount 

of words and used a limited vocabulary.  This introduced the paradigm of keyword 

spotting, which focused the speech recognition task on detecting a keyword or phrase of 

some particular significance that is embedded in a longer utterance where there is no 

semantic significance to the other words in the utterance -- this was important for users that 

preferred to naturally speak commands to the ASR system (e.g. “I’d like to search for 

restaurant” versus “search restaurant”).  After successfully detecting the keyword in the 

correct context, the system would then perform the appropriate action.  Bell Labs’ system 

was the first significant effort to show the potential in the Human Machine Interaction 

domain of ASR processing and resulted in the development of mathematical models that 

were the foundation for the next generation of ASR systems. [4] 
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During the mid 1990s, tremendous market opportunities developed for speech 

recognition computer technology. The early forms of speech recognition were awkward 

and difficult to utilize. The early speech recognition systems were dependent on a specific 

speaker or had little vocabulary, or utilized an extremely adapted and unbending language 

structure. However, there was a radical new yield of commercial speech recognition 

software packages towards the end of 1990 that were simpler to utilize and more effective 

than their ancestors. [2]  

In recent years, speech recognition technology has progressed to the point where it is 

utilized by a great many people to automatically make documents from dictation. Medical 

transcriptionists listen to managed recordings made by doctors and other human services 

experts and interpret them into medicinal reports, correspondence, and other managerial 

material. An increasingly well known technique uses speech recognition technology, which 

electronically makes an interpretation of sound into content and makes transcripts and 

drafts of reports. Transcripts and reports are then organized; altered for oversights in 

interpretation, accentuation, or language structure; and checked for consistency and any 

possible mistakes. [2] 

Some' voice' writers' deliver' a' transcript' in' real' time,' utilizing' computer' speech'

recognition' technology.' Speech' recognition)enabled' voice' writers' seek' after' court'

reporting' vocations,' as' well' as' professions' as' closed' captioners' and' Internet'

streaming'text'suppliers'or'caption'suppliers.'[2]'

1.2      Summary of Technology Drivers in ASR 

Below figure outlines the major points of reference that have been met in Speech 

Recognition Technology. In the 1950s and 1960s, it was possible to recognize little 

vocabulary tasks of 10 to 100 words, based on simple acoustic properties of speech 

sounds. In the 1970’s speech recognition systems started using simple template based, 

pattern recognition methods to recognize medium vocabularies (order of 100-1000 words). 

In 1980’s, systems were based on statistical methods and able to recognize large 

vocabularies. It was having variety of networks for capturing language structures. The key 

advancements presented during this period were the stochastic language model and the 

Hidden Markov model (HMM). These two models together were efficiently handling most 
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of the continuous speech recognition issues. During the year 1990's, researchers was able 

to manufacture vast vocabulary frameworks with unconstrained language models. The key 

advances created during this period were the strategies for stochastic language 

understanding, factual learning of acoustic and language models, and the presentation of 

finite state transducer system (and the FSM Library) and the strategies for efficient 

implementation of vast vocabulary speech understanding systems. Lastly, in the most 

recent couple of years, we have seen the presentation of vast vocabulary frameworks with 

full semantic models, coordinated with text to-speech (TTS) synthesis systems, and multi-

model inputs (pointing, keyboards, mice, and so forth.). Highly natural concatenated 

speech synthesis systems have been emerged in these years. Language understanding have 

improved by using the machine learning and neural networks. Also the introduction of 

human interactive controls made speech recognition application easy to understand. [4] 

!
Figure'2)Evolution'of'ASR'(Juang'&'Rabiner,2005)'

1.3      How Does ASR works 

The objective of an ASR framework is to precisely and efficiently convert a speech 

signal into a text message transcription of the spoken words independent of the speaker, 

environment or the device used to record the speech (i.e. the microphone).  
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This procedure starts when a speaker chooses what to say and really speaks a sentence. 

The speech recognition system then creates a text file from the speech waves. Next, the 

software endeavors to interpret the speech into the best estimate of the sentence. Initially it 

changes over the speech signal into a valid sequence. At that point, utilizing a syntactic 

decoder it produces a valid sequence of representations. [3] 

!
Figure 3-ASR Working Model[17] 

1.4      Tasks and Evaluation of ASR Systems 

The types of problems that speech recognition systems are designed to solve are 

referred to as “tasks.”  Tasks involve a variety of parameters that affect the design of the 

ASR system.   

The most notable parameter of a task is the vocabulary size.  Speech recognition is 

simple if vocabulary size is small. For example- if vocabulary size is only two words yes or 

no or digits then it is easy to recognize. However, human to phone interaction which can 

contain 64000 or more words is harder to recognize. The following table illustrates actual 

speech recognition tasks used in research and their respective vocabulary size. [1]  
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Table 1-Speech Recognition Tasks and Vocabulary Sizes 

Task Name Vocabulary Size Error Rate % 

Texas Instruments (TI) Digits 11 (zero-nine, oh) 0.5 

Wall Street Journal 1 5,000 3 

Wall Street Journal 2 20,000 3 

Broadcast News 64,000+ 10 

Conversational Telephone Speech 64,000+ 20 

 

It is clear that with the increase of vocabulary size task, Word Error Rate (WER) also 

increases. The WER is the standard way of measuring any automatic speech recognition 

performance. The following formula is used to calculate WER. 

 

WER = 100% ∗ Insertions + Substitutions + Deletions
True Count of Words in Transcription

 
 

 

The following example shows how to calculate WER. Here, “Reference” is the original 

transcript and “Hypothesis” is generated by ASR. So whenever ASR is deleting the word, 

deletion count will be one and if ASR is substituting another word, in place of original then 

“Substitution” will increased to one. Additionally, if ASR is appending new word then 

Insertion will have increased to 1. In below example, one is deleted in recognized transcript 

and so on. 

 
Table 2-D-Deletion S-Substitution I-Insertion 

!
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Table 3-WER Equation 

WER = *+. -% = !100% ∗ 1!+!1!+!27   

 

Another parameter of an ASR task is the fluency of the speech that the system must be 

able to handle. It is divided into two parts: Isolated or Continuous speech i.e. If user is 

speaking words with pause, then it is easier to recognize in compared to continuous speech. 

ASR systems may also have to take environmental noise and channel characteristics into 

account.  Commercial dictation is normally done in very controlled environment with very 

low noise. So it is easy to detect. However, it will be difficult to recognize the spoken word 

if noise level is high. For example- recognizing speech that is recorded in closed room is 

more accurate than noisy car. [1] 

A final parameter in an ASR system task is the variation introduced through speaker 

dialect or accent.  These are collectively called speaker-dependent characteristics. In 

general, speech is easier to recognize without these effects. But if the system could 

potentially be exposed to these speaker classes, the effects must be used to create speaker-

independent models. [1] 
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2! INTRODUCTION TO GOOGLE SPEECH RECOGNITION 

Google speech recognition or Search by Voice is a Google product that permits user to 

utilize Google apps by talking on a cellular phone or PC. Google has incorporated speech 

recognition in many of its products i.e. chrome browser, google docs, google map and 

YouTube etc. 

2.1      History of Google Speech Recognition  

Google launched their first speech recognition application in year 2002 which was 

related to google search by voice. It was supporting only English US language. Later on 

they removed the voice search from other browser (IE, Firefox) and added on chrome. In 

year 2008, google voice search on IPhone and succeeding year they released the same for 

Android. Additionally, Google has released Google Voice with features like voice mail 

transcription [5]. In year 2010, Google merged the voice search in YouTube as well.  

Google introduced Web Speech API at the end of year 2011 to provide web services for 

speech recognition [6]. Google also incorporated 230 billion words of English language by 

the year 2012. Additionally, Google supports around 52 languages and user can selects his 

preferred language while using speech recognition on Android/IOS phones. 

2.2!   Model, Methods and Algorithm  

Language and acoustic modeling are important part of modern statistical speech 

recognition. As we already discussed the different types of speech recognition models of 

last few decades in section 1. Here, we are going to discuss the Google Speech Recognition 

models. 

Google replaced the 30-year old standard of the industry: The Gaussian Mixture 

Model(GMM) by Deep Neural Networks(DNNs) in year 2012[7]. Various hidden layers of 

units between the input and output makes Deep Neural Network more efficient and 

accurate [8]. Firstly, Google tries to understand the vowels and consonants and once it is 

done then it moves to one step ahead and make cleaver estimates about the words and then 

it make an intelligent guess about the sentence [9]. 
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Figure 4-Neural Network Units 

 

In year 2015, Google manufactured far superior neural network acoustic models 

utilizing Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) and sequence discriminative 

training strategies. These models are an exceptional addition of recurrent neural systems 

(RNNs) that are more exact, particularly in noisy environments, and they are considerably 

fast in processing [7]. In a traditional speech recognizer, the waveform captured by user's 

spoken sentence is divided into little continuous slices or "frames" of 10 milliseconds of 

audio. After analyzing the frequency content of each frame, feature vector is generated and 

passed through an acoustic model, for example a DNN (Deep Neural Networks). DNN 

provides probability distribution over all the phonemes in the model. By using HMM, 

temporal structure is imposed to this sequence of probability distributions. To link the 

sequence of phonemes to valid words in the target language, Pronunciation Model is used. 

A Language Model that communicates how likely given word sequences are in that dialect. 

The recognizer then accommodates this data to decide the sentence the user is speaking. In 

the event that the client utters the word "museum" for instance -/m j u z i @ m/in phonetic 

notation - it might be difficult to tell where the/j/sound ends and where the/u/begins [7]. 
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Figure 5-Museum Spectrogram 

!
Google enhanced acoustic models depend on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). 

RNNs have input loops in their topology, permitting them to model temporal conditions. 

So, at saying the word “museum”, so everyone can hear - "museum" - it streams actually in 

one breath, and RNNs can catch that. The type of RNN used here is a Long Short-Term 

Memory (LSTM) RNN which, through memory cells and a sophisticated gating 

mechanism, memorizes information better than other RNNs. Adopting such 

models already improved the quality of Google speech recognizer significantly [7].  
The next step was to train the models to recognize phonemes in an utterance without 

requiring them to make a prediction for each time instant. With Connectionist Temporal 

Classification, the models are trained to output a sequence of “spikes” that reveals the 

sequence of sounds in the waveform. They can do this in any way as long as the sequence 

is correct. [7]. 
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!
Figure 6-Overview of Google Speech Recognition System 
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3! INTRODUCTION TO AM37X EVALUATION MODULE 

The AM37x board is developed by Texas instrument. The AM37x generation 

(AM3715/AM3703) of Sitara™ high-performance microprocessors is based on the 

enhanced Cortex™-A8 device architecture and is integrated on TI's advanced 45-nm 

process technology. This architecture is intended to give best in class ARM and 

representation execution while consuming low power utilization. [23] 

 

!
Figure 7-AM37x Board 

 

The device can support numerous real-time and high level operating system solutions 

including Linux, Android and Windows Embedded CE which are available on Texas 

Instrument website. Additionally, the device is fully backward compatible with previous 

Cortex-A8 Sitara microprocessors and OMAP™ processors. [23 
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3.1      System Block Diagram 

The AM37x high-performance application processor comprising of Super scalar 

ARM® CortexTM-A8 with NEON co-processing, and it support smooth user interfaces 

using 3D graphics acceleration. This Evaluation Module kit will allow developers to 

evaluate and speed time to market.  [24] 

!
Figure 8-AM37x System Block Diagram 

3.2      Functional Block Diagram 

The EVM comes with complete set of on-board devices that suits a wide variety of 

application environments. The functional block diagram of the AM37x EVM is given 

below: [24] 
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!
Figure 9-AM37x EVM Functional Block Diagram[24] 

3.3      Physical Description 

The AM37x EVM board consist of below PCBs: 

•! Main'board''

o! 203.2'x'143.51'mm'

o! 8)layer'PCB''
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•! Processor'Module'

o! 52.07'mm'x'53.34mm'

o! 8)layer'PCB'

•! Power'Module'

o! 37.47'mm'x'32.39mm'

o! 6)layer'PCB'

!
Figure 10-AM37x Top View[24] 
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!
Figure 11-AM37x Bottom View [24] 
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3.4      Key Feature and Benefits 

 

Table 4-Am37x Key Feature and Benefits 

!

3.5     Startup/Boot-up Steps 

The AM37x is bootable from SD card. AM37x comes with Linux and Android 

GingerBread SD card. To start the board, follow the below steps: 

•! Plug the power cable. 

•! Insert the SD card either Linux or Android. 

•! Move the switch which available near the power plug to the right side. 

As Android OS is used in this thesis, so after inserting Android Ginger Bread OS, 

below screen will be displayed. 
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!
Figure 12-AM37x with Gingerbread OS  
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4! ROW-BOAT GADGET DRIVER INSTALLATION 

This section shows the steps to install AM37x board driver on Windows and Mac 

machine. To recognize AM37x board using USB, row-boat gadget driver needs to be 

installed. 

4.1!     USB Debugging 

On your AM37x board screen go to Settings->Applications->Development and check 

"USB Debugging". 

!
Figure 13-USB Debugging in settings 

4.2      Driver Installation on Windows 

a)! Before start, make sure you have admin login on respective machine. 

b)! Download Version 4.18 installer from http://pdanet.co/a/ 
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!
Figure 14-PdaNet Download Page 

!
Figure 15-PdaNet Installation Step1 
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!
Figure 16-PdaNet Installation Step2 

c)! Once PdaNet installer shows “Skip USB” window then go to start window and right 

click on Computer and select Manage. 

!
Figure 17-Computer Settings 
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d)!  Click on “Device Manager” option and check “Other devices” as shown in below 

image. You must see rowboat gadget then right click and select Update Driver 

Software. 

!
Figure 18-How to update driver 

 

e)! Click on “Search automatically…” option and follow the below screenshots: 

!
Figure 19-Search for Driver 
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!
Figure 20-Success Message 

 

f)! Once “Android ADB Interface” is installed, close the window and check PdaNet 

installer. It should show like below: 

!
Figure 21-PdaNet Wizard Status 
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g)! Once installation is completed, it will show you this window. 

!
Figure 22-PdaNet Success Message 

4.2!     Driver Installation on MAC OS 

a)! To install the PdaNet on MAC operating system, download the PdaNet installer from 

http://pdanet.co/help/mac.php 

 

b)! Download and run the installer on Mac. Once installation is done, restart the machine. 

After restarting you should see PdaNet option on tool bar. 
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!
Figure 23-PdaNet option on MAC toolbar 

 

c)! During installation PdaNet will show you, “select the network preferences window 

pops. Here select the DHCP option. If popup is not showing DHCP then just add it. 

!
Figure 24-Mac Machine Settings 

 

d)! Now when you connect your board to the computer, PdaNet icon should show you 

connect status and when it changes to blue color, it means board which you connected 

is online.  
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5! BENEFITS OF ANDROID OS UPGRADE 

 This section demonstrates how to update an Android OS from GingerBread(GB) to 

Icecream Sandwich. 

5.1!     Why need upgrade 

AM37x Android operating system version needs to be updated from Gingerbread to 

Icecream Sandwich because of below issues in Gingerbread OS: 
Table 5-Gingerbread Android Issues 

Feature GingerBread Version Issue 

Internet Connection SD card was not persisting the connection details after 
restarting. However, Internet connection is must for my 
thesis. 
 

Key board Keyboard was very tiny. Very difficult to type anything. 
 

Fragment and other 
Android UI Component 

Most of the UI components were not supported by GB 
 

5.2!Pre-requisite for Android OS Update 

a)! Linux Operating System (Refer Appendix A, for installation details) 

b)! SD Card with 8GB capacity 

c)! Pre-Image file of Icecream sandwich(ICS) Android OS 
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6! ANDROID OS INSTALLATION ON SD CARD 

 This section demonstrates how to make bootable SD card with Icecream sandwich 

(ICS) version android os for AM37x device. 

6.1!     Download the Icecream sandwich Pre-Image 

a)! Download the pre-image file of ICS for AM37x from 

http://www.ti.com/tool/androidsdk-sitara. 

!
Figure 25-ICS Pre-Image file Download 

 

b)! Click on Get Software link and go to Pre-Image section and click on the AM37x EVM 

link. am37xevm.gz file will start getting downloaded. 
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!
Figure 26-Option for Download 

6.2!     SD Card Creation 

a)! Untar the downloaded am37xevm.gz file. 

b)! Copy the Untar folder to vbox_shared folder of Windows machine which we created to 

copy file between Window and Linux in step “Sharing Files Between Ubuntu and 

Windows”. 

c)! Insert SD Card. Make sure SD card has at least 8GB capacity. 

d)! Open Virtual box and start Ubuntu machine. 

e)! Go to System-> Administration->Disk Utility and format the SD card. Make sure to 

unmounts all partitions of SD card before formatting it. 

!
Figure 27-Ubuntu Disk Utility Option 
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!
Figure 28-Settings for SD card 

f)! Open terminal and go to vbox_shared directory. 

g)! run below command to make a bootable SD card with ICS OS. 

 

sudo%./mkmmc+android.sh%/dev/sdb%Boot_Images/MLO%Boot_Images/u+

boot.bin%Boot_Images/uImage%Boot_Images/boot.scr%

Filesystem/rootfs.tar.bz2%Media_Clips%START_HERE%

 

 

h)! Make sure SD card is in sdb partition. If not, then change the partition name in above 

command. 
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i)! Once above command ran successfully, then check the SD card partitions. It should 

have 3 partitions as below: 

!
Figure 29-SD card Partitions 

 

j)! Remove SD Card safely and now card is ready to use with AM37x EVM board. 
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7! GOOLGLE SPEECH RECOGNTION INSTALLATION 

 This section demonstrates how to install Google Speech Recognition on AM37x. 

7.1!     Required Files 

Icecream sandwich version of AM37x Android operating system doesn’t come with 

Google application packages. To support Google speech recognition, ICS should have 

below apk files in SDCard/Systems folder: 

a)! GoogleTTS.apk 

b)! VoiceSearch.apk 

c)! NetworkLocation.apk 

d)! Talk.apk 

e)! GoogleServicesFramework.apk 

Additionally, below .so files in lib folder 

a)! libflint_engine_jni_api.so 

b)! libgcomm_jni.so 

Instead of pushing these files individually in existing SD card, I prefer to download 

gapps for ICS which contains all the required apk and .so files. 

7.2!     GAPPS 4.0.3 Download 

Download the GApps for Android 4.0.3 (ICS) from http://androidmtk.com/download-

gapps and unzip it. 

To add these files in existing SD Card, we need to install Android Device 

Bridge(ADB). 

7.3!     ADB Installation 

•! Download and install the Android Studio+SDK Manager from 

http://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html 

•! Follow the installation wizard. 

•! Once installation is done, Launch Android Studio and Go to Tools->Android->SDK 

Manager 
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!
Figure 30-Android SDK Manager 

 

•! In SDK Manager window, check the path where SDK Manager is installed and copy it. 

!
Figure 31-SDK Manager Path 

 

•! Now'open'.bash_profile'if'you'are'using'Ubuntu'or'MAC'and'add'the'below'path'in'

PATH'variable'
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Table 6-ADB Path Setting 

%

export% PATH=$PATH:/Users/anitadevi/Library/Android/sdk/platform+

tool%

In case of Windows operating system, add above path in environment variable. 

 

•! Open new Terminal/Command Prompt and run below command to start using adb 
Table 7-Command to check adb connected devices 

%

adb%devices%

%

!

7.4!     GAPPS 4.0.3 Installation on SD Card 

•! Connect'the'AM37x'to'laptop'through'USB'and'board'is'connected'to'internet'and'

USB'debugging'is'on.'

•! Open' Terminal/Command' Prompt' and' go' to' the' “gapps)ics)20120429)signed”'

directory.''

•! Now'run'below'commands'one'after'one'
Table 8-GApps Installation on SD Card 

%

adb%devices%//%It%should%show%you%connected%device.%

%

adb%remount%//It%should%show%remount%failed:%Success%

%

adb%push%system%/system%//Once%this%command%is%completed%

%

adb%reboot%

 

 

Now you should see below screen with all the google related apps. 
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! !
Figure 32-AM37x with Icecream Sandwich OS 
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8! EXPERIMENT DETAILS 

This section demonstrates below types of Google Speech Recognition features which 

is included in this thesis. 

•! Speech'to'Text'

•! Text'to'Speech'

•! Audio'Files'to'Speech'

'

!
Figure 33-Thesis App Design 

8.1!     Speech to Text(STT) 

Speech to Text(STT) is the ability of a system to convert a speech audio signal into its 

textual transcription. It is also known as Automatic Speech Recognition. The ultimate goal 

of STT is to allow a system to recognize in real/ time, with accuracy 100%, all words that 

are intelligibly spoken by any person, independent of vocabulary size, noise, speaker 

characteristics or accent. 

8.1.1! Design and Implementation Details 

In “Speech to Text”, AM37x board’s Line In is connected to Mic to take a input from 

user. Now once user will have stopped speaking, Google ASR engine will process the 

input and provide the output in Text format.   

 “Speech to Text” user interface is created using Fragment. This Fragment has one 

Image Button and on click of Image, Google Speech Recognizer(GSR) will be launched 
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and start capturing user’s voice. GSR has multiple attributes however only below are used 

in this program: 
Table 9-STT Properties 

Property Value Significance 
EXTRA_LANGUAGE_MODEL LANGUAGE_MODEL_FREE_FORM Informs the 

recognizer 
which 
speech 
model to 
prefer. 

EXTRA_LANGUAGE En-US Language 
for 
recognition 

EXTRA_PROMPT “Say Something” Optional. 
Message 
shows to the 
user to start 
speaking 

EXTRA_RESULT Arraylist<String> Result of 
recognition 

 

App will show the output as below: 
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!  

!  
Figure 34-Speech to Text 
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8.2!     Text to Speech(TTS) 

A text-to-speech (TTS) system converts human readable text into speech. It is 

beneficial for reading disabilities and visual impairments people by allowing listen to 

written works.  

Google Text-to-Speech application of screen reader is developed by Google Inc for 

its Android operating system. It powers applications to read aloud (speak) the text on the 

screen. Google added this feature in Android OS in Year 2013 and initially it was 

supported only few languages. It follows the structure of typical TTS system. 

 

!
Figure 35-Typical TTS System 

  

A text-to-speech system (or "engine" is made out of two sections: a front-end and 

a back-end. The front-end has two important tasks. To start with, it changes over raw 

content containing images like numbers and abbreviations into equivalent written words. 

This procedure is regularly called text normalization, pre-preparing, or tokenization. The 

front-end then assigns phonetic transcriptions to every word, and partitions and denote the 

content into prosodic units, like phrases, clauses, and sentences. The procedure of 

initializing phonetic interpretations to words is called text-to-phoneme conversion. 

Phonetic translations and prosody data together make up the typical semantic 

representation that is yield by the front-end. The back-end—regularly alluded to as 

the synthesizer—then changes the symbolic linguistic representation into sound. In specific 

systems, this part incorporates the calculation of the target prosody (pitch form, phoneme 

terms), which is then forced on the output speech [11]. 
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8.2.1! Enable Text to Speech 

First, you'll have to enable the Text-to-speech functionality from the Android Settings 

menu. 

!
Figure 36-TTS settings on Android 

 

Tap on Language to set up the language your device should speak. You can also install 

any additional language packs. It will require internet connection.  
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!
Figure 37-Google TTS Engine Selection 

! !

8.2.2! Design and Implementation Details 

In “Text to Speech”, AM37x board’s Line Out is connected to Speaker to provide the 

output. “Text to Speech” user interface is also created using Fragment. This fragment has 

One text box to type the input and one Image Button. When OnCreate() method of 

fragment is getting called then program initializes the “android.speech.tts.TextToSpeech” 

class  object . TTS class has “speak” method which takes the string input. Google TTS has 

multiple attributes however this thesis uses below properties: 

 
Table 10-Google TTS Properties 

Property Value 

Language En-US 

Speech Rate Normal (0.5) 

 

It will provide the output in the form of speech. 
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!

Figure 38-TTS App Design 

8.3!     Audio Files to Speech(ATS) 

Using Google Voice Recognition API2, we can convert Audio Files to Text and then 

passing the Text to TTS Google engine, we can get the output in speech format.  

 

!
Figure 39-Google Speech API Overview 
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8.3.1! Google Speech API Details 

The Speech API allows developers to access Google speech-recognition services.  It 

is a webservice which can be called by creating a HTTPClient. This API takes GET and 

POST both types of request but different request parameters are required for the 

individual. API supports different response format i.e. XML, JSON and binary however 

this is an optional parameter. If you don’t define any response type, then by default it 

will be JSON. Below are the prerequisites for Speech API call: 

•!  API Key 

•!  SOX Analyzer 

 

API Key 

Google Speech API requires Key to be passed during API call because this API is 

not for a commercial use. To generate a key, follow below steps: 

•! Join a Chromium Development Group 

      https://groups.google.com/a/chromium.org/forum/#!forum/chromium-dev 

      It requires Gmail account. First click on “Sign in” button if you are not already 

logged in to Gmail. Once you are logged in then click on “Join group to post”. 

!
Figure 40-How to join Chromium-dev 

 

•! Once you joined the forum, now go to https://console.developers.google.com/start 

and click on “Enable and Manage APIs” and it will ask you to create new project. 

Give any name in the Text Box. 
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!
Figure 41-Google Manage API 

!
Figure 42-New Project Creation 

 

•! Once'project' is'ready'then' in' the'search'box,'search' for' “Speech'API”'and'click'

on'Speech'API'and'Enable'it.'

!
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!
Figure 43-Speech API Search 

 

!
Figure 44-Speech API Search 

!

•! After enabling, it will show you message and “Go to Credentials” button. Click on that 

and next Page, Select Android as shown in figure and click button. Next Page don’t 

change anything, just click the “Create API Key” to get the API Key. Save the API 

Key for use in the code. 
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!
Figure 45-Add Credentials 

 

!
Figure 46-Go to Credentials 
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!
Figure 47-Create Google Speech API Key 

 

SOX Analyzer 

Google Speech API requires FLAC file as input. FLAC (Free Lossless Audio 

Codec) is a file which contains audio samples compressed with the FLAC audio encoding 

algorithm, which is a very good, open source, lossless, audio codec. I have used SOX 

Analyzer tool to convert wave file to Flac file as I had input in the format of wave. So 

Download the SOX analyzer from http://sox.sourceforge.net/  and set the PATH in 

environment variable( windows) or .bash_profile(MAC/Linux).  

Now open Terminal and run below command, it will convert 1.wav to 1.flac. 

 

Sox 1.wav 1.flac 
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API Details 

Google has released two version of Speech API so far, however Version 1 is 

deprecated now. Please find the difference as below: 
Table 11-Speech API v1 & v2 Difference 

Feature Speech API V1 Speech API V2 
End Point https://www.google.com/speech-

api/v1/recognize 
 

https://www.google.com/speech-
api/v2/recognize 
 

output JSON, XML JSON 
API Key 
in Request 

Optional Required 

Client 
Parameter 
in Request 

Required Optional 

 

Other Parameter which are common in both the versions are: 
Table 12-Speech API Common Parameters 

Parameter Value Details 
Lang  en-us, nl-be, fr-fr 

 
Represents Language 

Content-
Type 

audio/x-flac; rate=44100  
                or 
audio/x-flac; rate=16000 

Set the rate to be equal to the rate of 
the FLAC file. It can have various 
values. 
 

Data -
binary@’audio/SA2New.flac’ 
 

Here need to specify file Name. It 
takes binary format.  

 

API Response 

As already mentioned Google Speech API gives response in JSON and XML format. 

Since Speech API V2 is used in this thesis, so please find the JSON response format 

below: 
Table 13-Speech API Response 

[{%

%%%%"transcript":%"don't%ask%me%to%carry%an%oily%rag%like%that",%

%%%%"confidence":%0.98759145%

}]%
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Here, transcript represents the text which Speech API gives after processing the Flac 

file and confidence shows how much Google Speech API is sure about the result. 

8.3.2     Design and Implementation Details 

In “Audio Files to Speech”, AM37x board’s Line Out is connected to Speaker to 

provide the output. 

To store the FLAC files, new folder name raw is added in App directory and then 

created one more Fragment for “Audio Files to Speech”. On click of this fragment option, 

program is reading files from raw folder and call the google speech API. To call the API, 

HTTPURLConnection Java object has been created with below properties. 

 
Table 14-Speech API Client Properties 

  Property Value 
DoOutput true 

DoInput true 

InstanceFollowRedirects false 

UseCaches false 

RequestMethod POST 

RequestProperty Content-type, audio/x-flac; rate=16000 

ConnectTimeout 60000 (In Milliseconds) 
 

 

Once the connection will be established, then write the Flac file in stream. After 

processing the file, API will provide the JSON string. I am extracting transcript from JSON 

string and passing to TTS engine. TTS engine will convert the text to speech, which we 

can hear from Speaker. 

As this functionality required Internet. So added the Internet Permission into 

AndroidManifest.xml 
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Table 15-User-Permission in Android 

%

<uses$permission+android:name="android.permission.INTERNET">%

</uses$permission>%

 

 

App output will be shown as below: 

  
Figure 48-Audio File to Speech Design 

! !
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9! GOOGLE SPEECH API EVALUATION 

In this thesis, evaluation of Google Speech API has been performed. The usefulness of 

this experiment is dependent on the Google webservice performance.  This evaluation is 

not straight forward as already explained in “Experiment Details-Audio Files to Speech” 

section. In this section, summary of technical preparations and results are discussed. 

9.1!    Technical Preparations 

Speech API requires Audio files as input which should have .flac extension. Using 

“AudioFiles to Speech” App, HTTP connection is getting established with Google Speech 

API V2. POST request sent to API with Speech API Key, client name and lang parameters. 

Once the connection is established, audio file data added into input stream. Google then 

processing it and providing the response. Processing time of web service is depending on 

internet speed and Google Speech API performance however this thesis recorded the 

processing time as 0.71 seconds. 

9.2!    Benchmark Dataset 

To evaluate this API, TIMIT (standard benchmark) data has been used. 400 samples 

TIMIT wav files are evaluated which contains 1,2 and 3 lines of sentences. So total there 

are around 700 sentences. The data(TIMIT) is recorded in Male and Female both voices 

and in very low noise level. Additionally, these wave files are spoken in American English 

Language, so “lang” request parameter value is set to ‘EN-US’ while calling Speech API. 

Please find the TIMIT dataset spectrogram and phonetic notation as below: 
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Figure 49-TIMIT waveform spectrogram with labels 

 

Figure 49 shows the TIMIT wav file in phonetic notions and Figure 50 shows the TIMIT 

wav file, marked section of speech with red color and its waveform and then windowed 

speech corresponding fast fourier transform, Mal-Filtered and Cepstral  coefficients.

 
Figure 50-TIMIT wav file and Frequency Spectogram 
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Figure 51-Whole TIMIT Utterance 

 

 
Figure 52-One Second of a TIMIT Utterence 
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9.3!    Results 

Google Speech API provide the response which contains transcript (spoken text) and 

confidence which denotes how much API is sure about the result. But in this evaluation, 

“Word Accuracy” is also computed using below standard formula: 

 

 
Here, N-Number of words in the text, D denotes deletion, S->Substitution and I -

>Insertion.  Please note that special character has not been considered while calculating the 

accuracy. 

 Below table (16) shows some experiment results where confidence column value is 

provided by Google. In this analysis, it is observed that even a transcript parameter of 

Speech API response matches to spoken sentence by every single word but Google gives 

“Confidence as around 98%”. However, Word Accuracy is 100% as it is matching word by 

word and calculation it based on above Wacc formula.  

 Google Speech API faces issue in identifying some of the word which are not 

common in speaking. For example: “Solar activities could presumably bring long periods 

of flood or drought” is recognized as “solar activities could presumably bring long periods 

of flutter drought”. Here, “flood or” recognized incorrectly as “flutter”.  Let’s take another 

example “Oh he'll be a plumber came the answer” audio is recognized as “how he'll be a 

plumber came the answer”. So Google Speech is not able to recognize oh, yeah etc. word 

efficiently as it has very low acoustic sound and these are having small utterance. 
Table 16-Sample experiment result 

Spoken Text Google Speech API 
Response Confidence Word Accuracy 

she had your dark suit in 
greasy wash water all year 

she had your dark suit in 
Greasy wash water all year 0.985 1 

don't ask me to carry an oily 
rag like that 

don't ask me to carry an oily 
rag like that 0.988 1 
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Spoken Text Google Speech API 
Response Confidence Word Accuracy 

 seeds of soybean cotton corn 
sesame and rape yield 
semidrying oils 

seeds of soybean cotton corn 
Sesame and rape yield semi 
drying oils 

0.939 1 

the so-called vegetable ivory 
is the hard endosperm of the 
egg-sized seed 

the so-called vegetable Ivory 
is the hard endosperm of the 
egg sized seed 

0.949 1 

at the base of the rocky 
hillside they left their horses 
and climbed on foot 

at the base of the rocky 
Hillside they left their horses 
and climbed on foot 

0.967 1 

careful don't disturb her careful don't disturb her 0.956 1 

her tail no longer lashed Hotel no longer last 0.837 0.4 

bring me the firecrackers bring me the firecrackers 0.988 1 
if dark came they would lose 
her 

if dark came they would lose 
her 0.939 1 

at the base of the rocky 
hillside they left their horses 
and climbed on foot 

at the base of the rocky 
Hillside they left their horses 
and climbed on foot 

0.967 1 

careful don't disturb her careful don't disturb her 0.956 1 

her tail no longer lashed Hotel no longer last 0.837 0.4 

bring me the firecrackers bring me the firecrackers 0.988 1 
if dark came they would lose 
her 

if dark came they would lose 
her 0.939 1 

the courtyard is magnificently 
decorated 

the courtyard is 
magnificently decorated 0.988 1 

he has never himself done 
anything for which to be 
hated -- which of us has 

he has never himself but I 
hate for which to be hated 
which of us has 

0.967 0.937 

Northerners indulge in an 
extremely dangerous luxury 

Northerners indulge in an 
extremely dangerous luxury 0.969 1 

not surprisingly this approach 
did not work 

not surprisingly this approach 
did not work 0.988 1 

the theme may be the 
formation of a shape from 
which other shapes evolve 

the thing maybe the 
formation of a shape from 
which other shapes evolve 

0.911 0.786 

perhaps things were even 
worse then 

perhaps things were even 
worse then 0.906 1 

solar activities could 
presumably bring long 
periods of flood or drought 

solar activities could 
presumably bring long 
periods of flutter drought 

0.884 0.818 
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Spoken Text Google Speech API 
Response Confidence Word Accuracy 

what elements of our 
behavior are decisive 

what elements of our 
Behavior are decisive 0.957 1 

American newspaper 
reviewers like to call his 
plays nihilistic 

American newspaper 
reviewers like to call his 
place near Mystic 

0.907 0.778 

this does not allow the 
mystery to invade us 

this does not allow the 
mystery to invade us 0.972 1 

why should this be so why should this be so 0.954 1 
each is still glorified as a 
national hero 

each still glorified as a 
national hero 0.885 0.875 

let me quote him even more 
fully for his analysis is 
important to my theme 

let me quote him even more 
fully for his analysis is 
important to my theme 

0.962 1 

 

In this experiment, 237 sentences out of 400 are having Word Accuracy 1 i.e. 100% 

accurate and only 2 statement are having 0 Word accuracy. Refer the below table for more 

details: 
Table 17-Word Accuracy shown by experiment 

Word Accuracy Number of Statements 

== 0 2 

>=0.1 and <0.2 0 

>=0.2 and <0.3 3 

>=0.3 and <0.4 2 

>=0.4 and <0.5 2 

>=0.5 and <0.6 4 

>=0.6 and <0.7 18 

>=0.7 and <0.8 35 

>=0.8 and <0.9 61 

>=0.9 and <1 35 

== 1 238 

Total Number of Statements 400 
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!
Figure 53-Word Accuracy vs Number of Statements 

60%

38%

2%

Word!Accuracy!Vs!#!of!Statements

1 Between"0.5"to"1 Less"than"0.5
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10! CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

In summary, this thesis explains the Google Speech Recognition using embedded 

system. Embedded system used in this thesis is AM37x developed by Texas Instrument 

which supports Android and Linux operating system and has 1GB of RAM. This board 

came with Android OS Ginger Bread, which had several issues which were discussed in 

Section-4. Therefore, we had to upgrade the Android operating system from Gingerbread 

to Icecream Sandwich (ICS). The Google Speech API configurations were appended into 

Icecream Sandwich os. After this setup, three features of Google Speech Recognition were 

implemented i.e. Speech to Text, Text to Speech and Audio Files to Speech. Additionally, 

evaluation of Google Speech API has been performed based on Word Accuracy and 

Confidence. The dataset used for evaluation is the standard TIMIT. This corpus is sampled 

at 16KHz rate. Out of 400 samples, 237 samples had 100%-word accuracy. In total, this 

evaluation produced 60% correct sentence rate recognition.  

The performance on other dataset are planned. Furthermore, other speech recognition 

technologies i.e. Microsoft, CMUSPHINX will be implemented on AM37x board and their 

performance can also be compared against Google Speech Recognition. Implementation of 

the Google Wake up word (OK Google) will be considered as a future work.  

This thesis throws a light on Google Speech Recognition and its configuration using 

embedded system. Using this embedded system, this work provides example of a prototype 

system and how to develop a new application. This example application can be used for 

industrial automation, medical equipment, in-flight entertainment and hand-held devices. 

They all deploy speech as an input and invoke an event or perform a task based on input 

speech. 
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Appendix- LINUX INSTALLATION USING VIRTUAL BOX 
This section demonstrates how to get a virtual Ubuntu Linux machine running with 

VirtualBox. This procedure has been fruitful with Ubuntu 10.04 and variants of VirtualBox 

5.0.4. [12] 

A.1      Download Ubuntu ISO image 

Download the Ubuntu Desktop ISO from http://www.ubuntu.com/download/desktop. 

Click download and the follow instructions to download and save the ISO image (CD 

image).  

 

!
Figure 54-Ubuntu Download Page 

!!

A.2      VirtualBox(Vbox) Installation Steps 

•! Download the VirtualBox5.0 from http://www.virtualbox.org.'

•! Click on Download Virtual Box 5.0 link. � 
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•! Click VirtualBox for Windows hosts (currently v. 5.0) and�save to your machine. The 

Vbox installation can interrupt network services. So it is better to disconnect all 

network drives or remote connections before running the Vbox installation. � 

•! Run the executable to install Vbox and  

•! Accept license and all default settings.  

 

!
Figure 55-Download Virtual Box Step1 

!
Figure 56-Download Virtual Box Step2 
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A.3      New Virtual Machine Creation with VirtualBox  

The following steps are performed with Vbox 5.0. There might be slice variation, if 

you are using other versions. 

•! Run Vbox and click “New” on Vbox GUI. 

•! It will launch a wizard that will step through the formation of the virtual machine. Now 

click Next. � 

•! Wizard will ask you to enter the machine name. Try to give unique name if you already 

have multiple virtual machine on same virtual box. 

 
 

 

  
Figure 57-Virtual Machine with Virtual Box 
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Figure 58-Hard Disk File Type Selection 

A.4      Virtual Machine Configuration under Virtual Box  

Next, to configure the new virtual machine, select the machine name and click on 

“Settings”. Now follow the below instructions: 

•! Select OS as Linux and Version as Ubuntu and click Next. � 

•! You can build the default RAM size for virtual box. I have selected 512MB. Also set 

the highest Boot Order as CD/DVD-ROM and click Next. 
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!
Figure 59-Ubuntu System Settings 

 

•! Next, In Storage tab, select slot as "IDE Primary Slave" and CD/DVD Device should 

point to the ubuntu-10.04-desktop-i386.iso. This will be install the Ubuntu, when you 

first time start your virtual box. 
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!
Figure 60-Ubuntu Storage Settings 

•! To read data from USB SD card Reader, click on USB tab and checked the "Enable 

USB Controller". Also in USB Device Filter section select the "USB Reader". 

 

•! NOTE - You must make sure that the USB SD Card Reader is connected to your 

Windows/MAC machine BEFORE start your Ubuntu machine. 
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!
Figure 61-Ubuntu USB Settings 

!!

•! To share files between windows/mac and virtual machine, add the below settings: 

!
Figure 62-Ubuntu Shared Folders Settings 

  

•! After all the above settings, your virtual machine should look like below: 
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!
Figure 63-Virtual Machine Looks 

A.5      Installation of Ubuntu on the Virtual Machine  

Your new virtual machine will appear as "Powered Off". Select the machine name and 

click the start button. Ubutu Installation will start from the ISO file. While installation. It 

will ask you to create the user account. Create a username and password of your choice. 

Once installation is completed reboot the machine. 

A.6      Sharing Files Between Ubuntu and Windows  

You can create a Shared Folder to share the files between windows and Ubuntu 

machine. To do this, first create a folder on Windows machine or you can use existing 
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folder. Now click on the "Settings" button of Virtual Box.

 
Figure 64-Sharing Files between Ubuntu and Windows 

!!
 

Nomenclature:  

•! user - the Username of your Ubuntu machine � 

•! vbox_shared - the Shared Folder name for both Windows and Ubuntu ��  

Now, Launched the Ubuntu terminal and create a directory vbox_shared using 

following command. Once folder is created then mount the newly created folder. 

 
Table 18-Mount command for Shared Folder 

�

mkdir%/home/user/Desktop/vbox_shared%

sudo%mount%+t%vboxsf%vbox_shared%/home/user/Desktop/vbox_shared%

�

A.7      Use of Mouse/Keyboard between host and virtual machine.  

To utilize your mouse and console crosswise over both Windows and Linux without 
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utilizing Right CTRL to switch, introduce the VirtualBox Guest Additions as depicted 

beneath. 

A.8      Guest Additions Installation 

Click on the Devices menu in Vbox and select "Install Guest Additions...". Accept all 

the defaults. Guest Additions will allow you to copy and paste between the machines and 

also you’ll be able to maximize the screen.  

!
Figure 65-Guest Additions Installation 

 

After installation, go to Devices->Drag and Drop and select Bidirectional. Also select 

the Bidirectional for “Shared Clipboard”. 
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!
Figure 66-Drag & Drop Settings 

!
Figure 67-Shared Clipboard Settings 

 

 
 


